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Abstract It has been well-established that the physical

performance of nano-devices might be affected by the

microstructure. Herein, a 2-degree-of-freedom model based

on the modified couple stress elasticity is developed to

incorporate the impact of microstructure in the torsion/

bending coupled instability of rotational nano-electrome-

chanical mirror. The governing equation of the mirror is

derived incorporating the effects of electrostatic Coulomb

and corrected Casimir forces with the consideration of the

finite conductivity of interacting surfaces. Effect of

microstructure-dependency on the instability parameters

are determined as a function of the microstructure param-

eter, bending/torsion coupling ratio, vacuum fluctuation

parameter and geometrical dimensions. It is found that the

bending/torsion coupling substantially affects the

stable behavior of the mirrors especially those with long

rotational beam elements. Depending on the geometry and

material characteristics, the presented model is able to

simulate both hardening behavior (due to microstructure)

and softening behavior (due to torsion/bending coupling) of

the nano-mirror.

1 Introduction

During the recent decades, ultra-small devices have greatly

influenced various branches of sciences including

nanophotonics and optoelectronics. Among the ultra-small

devices, rotational micro/nano-mirrors have been increas-

ingly used in developing nano-electromechanical systems

(NEMS) nano-/micro-opto-electromechanical systems

(NOEMS/MOEMS) (Toshiyoshi and Fujita 1996; Ford

et al. 1999). The rotational mirrors are utilized as essential

elements in fabrication of optical switches, light modula-

tors, etc. Fig. 1 shows the schematic of a typical rotational

micro/nano-mirror that is constructed from a movable

mirror suspended above fixed conductive ground electrode.

The movable component is a main-plate (mirror) attached

to two supporting rotational beams. The fixed component is

a conductive exciting electrode which is fixed above a

substrate. By imposing a DC voltage differential between

the components the main-plane deflects and rotates,

simultaneously. At a critical voltage, i.e., the pull-in volt-

age, the Coulomb torque/force exceeds the elastic resis-

tance and the mirror adheres the fixed plane. Predicting the

pull-in threshold is crucial for design and fabrication of the

torsional mirrors. In this regard, many investigators have

focused on modeling the instability and determining the

pull-in parameters of rotational systems (Zhao et al. 2005;

Moeenfard and Ahmadian 2013; Xiao et al. 2001; Degani

and Nemirovsky 2002). Previous researchers have devel-

oped one-degree-of-freedom (1-DOF) to capture the pull-in

parameters of torsional mirrors (Nemirovsky and

Bochobza-Degani 2001; Degani et al. 1998; Moeenfard

et al. 2012; Zhang et al. 2001; Wen-Hui and Ya-Pu 2003;

Guo and Zhao 2006; Beni and Abadyan 2013). Degani

et al. (1998) studied the pull-in instability rotational micro-

mirror by using a 1-DOF model and compared the obtained
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results with the experimental measurement. The 1-DOF

model has incorporated only the torsional instability mode,

thus, are reliable only if the deflection of the mirror is

negligible. However, when the torsional-induced dis-

placement and vertical deflection of the mirror are of the

same order, the pull-in parameters could not be accurately

computed via 1-DOF models. In this case bending and

stretching of the supporting beams should be taken into

account as well as torsion. In this regard, other investiga-

tors have employed 2-DOF models to calculate the cou-

pling between the bending and torsion instability of the

rotational systems (Bochobza-Degani and Nemirovsky

2002; Huang et al. 2004; Rezazadeh et al. 2007; Daqaq

et al. 2008; Beni et al. 2012; Moeenfard and Ahmadian

2013).

The scale dependency of material properties at small

scale is an important phenomenon that might be crucial in

ultra-small systems. If the characteristic dimension of

metallic components be of the order of the intrinsic material

length scale, a hardening trend in the mechanical charac-

teristics of the components appears. Fleck et al. (1994) has

been observed the microstructure-dependent response of

some materials in torsional loading. Therefore, the

microstructure is considered as an important phenomenon

that might affect the stable behavior of rotational mirrors.

This microstructure-dependency of material characteristics

can be modeled using size-dependent theories such as

modified couple stress theory (MCST) (Yang et al. 2002),

nonlocal elasticity (Eringen 1983; Sedighi 2014; Miandoab

et al. 2015) and strain gradient theory (Lam et al. 2003;

Sedighi et al. 2014, Akgoz and Civalek 2015a; Peng et al.

2015) which incorporated the small-size effects in the

governing equations can be employed. Akgoz and Civalek

employed the strain gradient theory to study the Shear

deformation of functionally graded microbeams (Akgöz

and Civalek 2014a) and the longitudinal free vibration of

micro beams(Akgoz and Civalek 2014b). Among the size-

dependent theories, the MCST is extensively used to

describe the size-dependent behavior of beam-type struc-

tures (Akgoz and Civalek 2011a, b; Abdi et al. 2011;

Rahaeifard et al. 2011; Beni et al. 2011) due to the high

accuracy, low number of additional constants and the con-

venience of application. For example while strain gradient

theory need three martial scale properties (Akgoz and

Civalek 2015b), the MCST has only one material length

scale parameter (Koochi et al. 2015). In recent years, the

MCST has been employed for modeling the microstructure-

dependent instability of rotational actuators (Beni 2015).

Fig. 1 Schematic diagram of rotational nano-mirror
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Another phenomenon which can significantly affect the

behavior of ultra-small structures is the presence of dis-

persion forces, i.e., van der Waals interaction and Casimir

force. Although the dispersion forces force can be ignored

in designing micro-scale actuators, it plays crucial role at

submicron (Lin and Zhao 2003). The Casimir force appears

when the distance between the two interacting bodies is so

large that the virtual photons emitted by atoms of one body

cannot reach the second body during its lifetime (Lin and

Zhao 2007a). The effects of Casimir force on the static and

dynamic behavior of nano-devices and NEMS structures

have been investigated theoretically and experimentally by

several researchers in the last decade (Lin and Zhao

2005, 2007b; Batra et al. 2007; Buks and Roukes 2001). A

1-DOF model for predicting the influence of Casimir and

van der Waals forces on the pull-in instability of nano-

mirror is presented by Guo and Zaho (2004). Duan and

Rach (2013) demonstrated that if the distance between the

movable components in NEMS devices they considered

becomes less than 100 nm, they stick together due to strong

Casimir force. It was demonstrated that the strength of

vacuum fluctuation between two different bodies signifi-

cantly depends on the material characteristics of the

interacting surfaces (Lamoreaux 2004; Noruzifar et al.

2011). For the first time, Hargraves (1965) and Bezerra

et al. (1997) presented the modification of Casimir attrac-

tion due to finite conductivity of the interacting flat plates.

These investigators have introduced the simple approxi-

mations for correction of Casimir force as a function of

plasma frequency of material. In this paper and in order to

achieve the precise modeling of Casimir force, the effect of

finite conductivity of the materials which verified by

experimental measurements (Capasso et al. 2007; Rodri-

guez et al. 2011) is taken into account.

To the best knowledge of the authors, none of the pre-

vious researchers has incorporated the influence of

microstructure effect in 2-DOF models used for simulating

the rotational nano/micromirrors. Therefore, the authors

present a new microstructure dependent two-degree-of-

freedom (2-DOF) model to incorporate the size phenomena

in the torsion–bending coupled instability of rotational

NEMS mirror. In addition, the influence of Casimir force

by considering the effect of finite conductivity of the

materials has been incorporated in the model.

2 Fundamentals of MCST

Using the MCST, the strain energy U in region X is shown

(Yang et al. 2002)

U ¼ 1

2

Z
X

rijeij þ mijvij
� �

dV; ð1Þ

where, the stress tensor rij, strain tensor eij, deviatoric part
of the couple stress tensor mij and symmetric curvature

tensor vij are defined by

rij ¼ ktr eij
� �

I þ 2leij; ð2aÞ

eij ¼
1

2
ruð Þiþ ruð ÞTi

� �
; ð2bÞ

mij ¼ 2l2lvij; ð2cÞ

vij ¼
1

2
rhð Þiþ rhð ÞTi

� �
; ð2dÞ

hi ¼
1

2
curl uð Þð Þi; ð2eÞ

where l, k, l, r and h are shear modulus, Lame constant,

length scale parameter, displacement vector and rotation

vector, respectively. It should be noted that the Lame

constant k, can be explained as:

k ¼ Et
ð1þ tÞð1� 2tÞ ; ð3Þ

where E is Young’s modulus and t is Poisson’s ratio.

3 Governing equations

As shown in Fig. 1, the mirror is modeled by a moveable

main-plate suspended by two nano-beams over a fixed

substrate electrode. In order to derive the equilibrium

equations, it is required to compute the electrical and

Casimie forces (Felec and FCas) and moments (Melec and

MCas) acting on the main plate.

3.1 Calculating of electrical force and moment

The electrical force of a differential element of the main-

plate (dFelec) can be written as (Beni et al. 2012)

dFelec ¼
ebV2

2 D� d� r sin hð Þð Þ2
dr; ð4Þ

where h and d are the rotation and deflection of main-plate.

In the above equation e is permittivity and V is applied

voltage. Using Eq. (4), the total electrical force (Felec) is

obtained as:

Felec ¼
Z a2

a1

dFelec

¼ eV2b

2 sinðhÞ
1

D� d� a2 sinðhÞ
� 1

D� d� a1 sinðhÞ

� �
:

ð5Þ

By applying sin hð Þ � h, hmax ¼ D
a
, D ¼ d

D
, H ¼ h

hmax
, a ¼ a1

a

and b ¼ a2
a
in Eq. (5), the electrical force can be simplified

as:
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Felec ¼
eV2b

2hmaxHD

1

1� D� bH
� 1

1� D� aH

� �
: ð6Þ

By using Eq. (4) the electric moment (dMelec) can be

explained as:

dMelec ¼
ebV2

2 D� d� r sin hð Þð Þ2
r cosðhÞdr: ð7Þ

Hence, the total electric moment (Melec) is defined as:

Melec ¼
Z a2

a1

dMelec ¼
eV2b cosðhÞ
2 sin2 h

D� d
D� d� a2 sin h

�

� D� d
D� d� a1 sin h

þ ln
D� d� a2 sin h
D� d� a1 sin h

� ��
: ð8Þ

Using dimensionless parameters and assuming sin hð Þ � h
and Cos hð Þ � 1, Eq. (8) can be rewritten as:

Melec ¼
ebV2

2H2h2max

1�D
1�D�bH

� 1�D
1�D�aH

þ ln
1�D�bH
1�D�aH

� 	� �
:

ð9Þ

3.2 Calculating of Casimir force and moment

Lambrecht et al. (1997) demonstrated that due to fre-

quency-dependent reflectivity of finite conductive materi-

als, the Casimir attraction between mirrors is always

smaller than that between perfect conductive reflectors. To

express the corrected formulation for Casimir force in finite

conductive materials more precisely, the following second

order modified relations for the differential forces can be

employed (Lamoreaux 1999):

dFCas ¼
p2�hcb

240 D� d� r sin hð Þð Þ4
1� 16c

3xp D� d� r sin hð Þð Þ

�

þ 24c2

x2
p D� d� r sin hð Þð Þ2

!
dr; ð10Þ

where �h is Planck’s constant divided by 2p, and c is the

light speed. By integrating Eq. (10), the total Casimir force

(FCas) applied on main-plate is obtained as:

FCas ¼
Z a

0

dFCas ¼
p2�hcab

1440ðD� dÞ3ðD� d� a sin hÞ3(
2a2 sin2 hþ 6ðD� dÞðD� d� a sin hÞ

� 8cð2D� 2d� a sin hÞ
xp

D� d� a sin h
D� d

þ D� d
D� d� a sin h

� 	

þ 144c2

x2
p

D� d� a sin h
D� d

þ a sin h
D� d� a sin h

�

þ a4 sin4 h

5ðD� dÞ2ðD� d� a sin hÞ2

#)
ð11Þ

Using dimensionless parameters, Eq. (11) can be rewritten

as

FCas ¼
p2�hcab

1440D4ð1� DÞ3ð1� D�HÞ3

� 2H2 þ 6ð1� DÞð1� D�HÞ � 8cð2� 2D�HÞ
Dxp

�

� 1� D�H
1� D

þ 1� D
1� D�H

� 	

þ 144c2

D2x2
p

1� D�H
1� D

þ H
1� D�H

þ H4

5ð1� DÞ2ð1� D�HÞ2

" #)
:

ð12Þ

By using Eq. (10) the Casimir acting on a differential

element of the main-plate (dMCas) can be written as:

dMCas ¼
p2�hcb

240 D� d� r sin hð Þð Þ4
1� 16c

3xp D� d� r sin hð Þð Þ

�

þ 24c2

x2
p D� d� r sin hð Þð Þ2

!
r cosðhÞdr: ð13Þ

By integrating Eq. (13), the Casimir moment applied on

the main-plate (Mcas) is

MCas ¼
Z a

0

dMCas ¼
p2�hcba2 cosðhÞ

1440ðD� dÞ3ðD� d� a sin hÞ3

ðD� dÞð3D� 3d� a sin hÞ
(

� 8c½2ðD� dÞ2 þ ð2D� 2d� a sin hÞ2�
3xpðD� d� a sin hÞ

þ 72c2

x2
p

D� d
D� d� a sin h

þ a2 sin2 hð5D� 5d� a sin hÞ
10ðD� dÞðD� d� a sin hÞ2

 !)
:

ð14Þ

Using dimensionless parameters and assuming sin hð Þ � h
and Cos hð Þ � 1, Eq. (14) can be rewritten as

MCas ¼
p2�hcba2

1440D4ð1� DÞ3ð1� D�HÞ3

ð1� DÞð3� 3D�HÞ
(

� 8c½2ð1� DÞ2 þ ð2� 2D�HÞ2�
3Dxpð1� D�HÞ þ 72c2

D2x2
p

ð D� d
1� D�H

þ H2ð5� 5D�HÞ
10ð1� DÞð1� D�HÞ2

Þ
)
: ð15Þ

It should be noted that, the beams have torsion and

deflection simultaneously. In the following, the superpo-

sition principal is applied to derive the torsion and bending

equilibrium of the rotational mirror.
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3.3 Torsion equilibrium of the beam

Considering the same geometry for nanobeams, one can

obtain the following equation for each nanobeam:

1

2
ðMelec þMCasÞ �Melas ¼ 0: ð16Þ

In above relation Melas is the torsional elastic resistance

moment of each nano-beam.In order to calculate the elastic

moment Melas of the nanobeam based on the MCST, one

can start with the Saint–Venant’s approach and assume the

displacement field as (Dym and Shames 1984):

u1 ¼ �XYZ

u2 ¼ �XXZ

u3 ¼ XwðX; YÞ;
ð17Þ

where u1, u2 and u3 are the displacement along the X,Y and

Z direction, respectively. Furthermore, X is the angle of

twist per unit length along the beam and the function

wðX; YÞ is the warping function depending on X and Y only.

The governing equation of the torsional bar based on the

MCST can be obtained as (see Tong et al. 2004; Tsiatas

and Katsikadelis 2011 for details):

l2

4

o4U
oX4

þ l2

4

o4U
oY4

þ l2

2

o4U
oX2oY2

� o2U
oX2

� o2U
oY2

¼ 0 ð18Þ

with the boundary conditions of:

oU
on

� l2

4

o3U
on3

� l2

2

o3U
onos2

þ l2

2

o

os

1

q
oU
os

� �
� nXY þ nYX ¼ 0;

o2U
on2

� o2U
os2

� 2

q
oU
on

¼ 0: ð19Þ

In the above relations, q, n(nx,ny) and s(-ny,nx) are the

curvature, the unit (outward) vector normal to the boundary

and the unit tangent to the boundary, respectively (Tong

et al. 2004; Tsiatas and Katsikadelis 2011). Finally, the

elastic moment of the beam can be determined as the

following:

Melas ¼
lh
L

J þ Jcð Þ; ð20Þ

where J is the cross-section polar moment of inertia Jc is

the microstructure-dependent polar moment of inertia

(Tong et al. 2004):

J¼

pt4

2
circular

tw3

3
1�192w

p5t

X1
n¼1

1

2n�1ð Þ5
tanh

2n�1ð Þpt
2w

� 	" #
rectangular

8>>>><
>>>>:

;

ð21Þ

Jc¼
3Al2 circular

3Al2þ twðw2þ t2Þ
12

þ
Z Z

A

X
oU
oY

�Y
oU
oX

� �
dXdY�J rectangular

8><
>: :

ð22Þ

In the above relation, A, t and w are the area, thickness

and width of the beam cross-section, respectively. Fur-

thermore, U is the warping function which is determined

numerically. It should be noted that Jc is microstructure-

dependent, i.e., it is a function of the length scale parameter

(l). For two typical cross section geometries e.g., square

and circular the non-dimensional parameter Jc/J is plotted

versus l/t in Fig. 2.

Now by substituting Eqs. (9), (15) and (20) into (16) we

have:

2HhmaxlJ 1þ Jc
J

� �
L

� ebV2

2H2h2max

1�D
1�D�bH

� 1�D
1�D�aH

�

þ ln
1�D�bH
1�D�aH

� 	�

� p2�hcba2

1440D4ð1�DÞ3ð1�D�HÞ3
ð1�DÞð3�3D�HÞð Þf

�8c½2ð1�DÞ2þð2�2D�HÞ2�
3Dxpð1�D�HÞ

þ 72c2

D2x2
p

D�d
1�D�H

þ H2ð5�5D�HÞ
10ð1�DÞð1�D�HÞ2

 !)
¼ 0:

ð23Þ

Equation (23) expresses the torsion equilibrium of the

nanobeams and relates rotation and deflection of the main-

plate to the external voltage as well as the microstructure

parameter and Casimir force.

0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1
0

1

2

3

4

5

6

J c
/J

l/t

t

t

Fig. 2 Variation of Jc/J as a function of microstructure parameter

(l/t) for different cross sections
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3.4 Bending equilibrium of the beam

To find the bending equilibrium governing equation of the

main plate, one can use an energy approach. For this, first

the components of the displacement vector for bending

beam is expressed as (Dym and Shames 1984)

u1 Zð Þ ¼ 0

u2 Zð Þ ¼ v(Z)

u3 Zð Þ ¼ �Y
ovðZÞ
oZ

;

ð24Þ

where u1, u2 and u3 are the displacement along the X, Y and

Z direction, respectively.

By substituting this displacement field in Eqs. (2a)–(2e)

and substituting the results in Eq. (1) the bending elastic

energy, Ub, can be determined as:

Ub ¼
1

2

ZL

0

EI þ lAl2
� � d2v

dZ2

� �2

dZ: ð25Þ

The stretching energy stored in the beam (UST) can be

written as:

UST ¼ BHE

8L

ZL

0

dv

dZ

� �2

dZ2

2
4

3
5: ð26Þ

And finally, the work by the external forces (We) can be

obtained as:

We ¼
Z v¼vðLÞ

0

1

2
FCas þ Felec½ �

� �
dw: ð27Þ

A trial solution for deflection of the nano-beam which

satisfies the boundary conditions can be selected as:

vðZÞ ¼ d
1

2
� 1

2
cos

pZ
L

� �� 	
: ð28Þ

By substituting Eq. (28) in Eqs. (25), (26) and (27), the

total energy of system, G, can be written as:

P ¼ Ub þ UST �We ¼
p4ðEI þ lAl2Þ

16L3
d2 þ AEp4

512L3
d4

� 1

2

Z d

0

FCas þ Felecð Þdv: ð29Þ

By imposing the minimum energy for equilibrium, i.e.,
oP
od ¼ 0, we obtain relations (30) for nano-beam

1

2
Felec þ

1

2
FCas �

p4ðEI þ lAl2Þ
8L3

d� AEp4

128L3
d3 ¼ 0: ð30Þ

Now by substituting Eqs. (6), (12) in Eq. (30) and using

non-dimensional parameter we have:

eV2b

4hmaxHD

1

1�D� bH
� 1

1�D� aH

� �

þ p2�hcab

2880D4ð1� DÞ3ð1� D�HÞ3
�
2H2 þ 6ð1� DÞð1� D�HÞ

� 8cð2� 2D�HÞ
Dxp

1� D�H
1� D

þ 1�D
1�D�H

� 	

þ 144c2

D2x2
p

1�D�H
1�D

þ H
1� D�H

þ H4

5ð1� DÞ2ð1� D�HÞ2

" #)

� p4DðEI þ lAl2Þ
8L3

D� AEp4D3

128L3
D3 ¼ 0: ð31Þ

Equation (31) expresses the bending equilibrium of the

nanobeams and relates the rotation and deflection of the

main-plate to the applied voltage, microstructure parameter

and Casimir attraction.

3.5 Solving the equilibrium equations

To determine the instability parameters of the mirror,

Eqs. (29) and (31) can be rearranged in the new following

forms:

N1 H;Dð Þ

¼ �V ¼
ð1þ Jc

J
ÞH4 � nH3

ð1�DÞ3ð1�D�HÞ3 ð1� DÞð3� 3D�HÞð Þ � 8k½2ð1�DÞ2þð2�2D�HÞ2�
3ð1�D�HÞ þ 72k2 1�D

1�D�H þ H2ð5�5D�HÞ
10ð1�DÞð1�D�HÞ2


 �n o
Hð1�DÞ
1�D�bH � Hð1�DÞ

1�D�aH þH ln 1�D�bH
1�D�aH


 �
8<
:

9=
;

1
2 ð32Þ

N2 H;Dð Þ

¼N1 H;Dð Þ�
K2ð1þ 6

1þtðltÞ
2ÞDH2þK2ð1þ 6

1þtðltÞ
2ÞgD3H2�

nH 2H2þ6ð1�DÞð1�D�HÞ�8kð2�2D�HÞ½1�D�H
1�D þ 1�D

1�D�H�þ144k2 1�D�H
1�D þ H

1�D�Hþ H4

5ð1�DÞ2ð1�D�HÞ2

h in o
ð1�DÞ3ð1�D�HÞ3

H
1�D�bH� H

1�D�aH�k 1�D
1�D�bH� 1�D

1�D�aHþ ln
1�D�bHÞ
1�D�aHÞ


 �
 �

8>>><
>>>:

9>>>=
>>>;

1
2

¼0;

ð33Þ
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where

n ¼ p2�hcbL

2880h3maxD
2lJ

; ð34aÞ

k ¼ c

xpD
; ð34bÞ

g ¼ AED2

16:683EI
; ð34cÞ

V
2 ¼ eV2bL

4lJh3max

; ð34dÞ

K ¼ p2D
hmaxL

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
EI

8lJ

s
: ð34eÞ

The parameter K show the ratio of bending stiffness to

torsion stiffness of the nanobeam. The torsion mode is

dominant in the case of large values of K while the bending

mode is dominant for low K values.Equations (32) and (33)

are solved to determine the rotation (H) and deflection (D)
of the mirror for any applied voltage difference ( �V).

According to the implicit function theorem (Daqaq et al.

2008), the pull-in point should be satisfied the following

condition:

oN1

oH
HPI ;DPIð Þ oN1

oD
HPI ;DPIð Þ

o N2

oH
HPI ;DPIð Þ o N2

oD
HPI ;DPIð Þ




¼ 0;

N2 HPI ;DPIð Þ ¼ 0:

ð35Þ

From Eq. (35), the instability parameters of the mirror

which defined as H, D at the pull-in point (HPI and DPI) are

determined as a function of the electrode geometrical

parameters (a and b), coupling parameter (K) and the

length scale parameters (l). Finally, by substituting the

obtainedHPI and DPI in Eq. (22) �V at the pull-in point ( �VPI)

is determined.

4 Result and discussion

4.1 Bending/torsion coupled instability

Influence of coupling ratio (K) and geometrical parameter

(b) on the pull-in behavior of typical micro-mirror is shown

in Fig. 3. As seen, the pull-in behavior depends on the

value of the coupling parameter (K). For systems with

K C 15, the instability angle is very close to the results of

pure torsion model (K = ?). Interestingly, if both bending

and torsion stiffness are considerable, an increase–decrease

trend can be observed in HPI–b curves. It is due to the

conquering of the bending pull-in mode over the torsion

mode. Moreover, the instability voltage determined by the

2-DOF model is lower than of the 1-DOF model.
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Fig. 3 Impact of geometry parameter (b) and coupling ration (K) on

the pull-in parameters a pull-in angle, b pull-in displacement, and

c pull-in voltage
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4.2 Stretching

For nanobeams with clamped ends, the beam stretching

results in the axial strain and stress. The two terms on

the right-hand side of Eq. (33) are associated with the

two different deformation modes. The former, that is

linear in D, is due to the bending deformation while the

later, that is proportional to D3, is due to the beam

stretching.
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Fig. 4 Influence of considering stretching on a pull-in angle, b pull-

in displacement, and c pull-voltage for different values of Casimir

force
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parameters a pull-in angle, b pull-in displacement, and c pull-voltage
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Figure 4 shows the influence of stretching on the pull-in

parameters of the mirror. This figure reveals that the

stretching slightly increases the pull-in voltage of the mirror.

On the other hand, a comparison between Fig. (4a–c) reveals

that although the stretching is highly important for deter-

mining pull-in deflection, it can be neglected for calculat-

ing the values of pull-in voltage and pull-in angle. This

figure demonstrates that the stretching effect is more sig-

nificant for low values of K i.e., bending mode of insta-

bility while it can be ignored for torsional pull-in mode.

4.3 Microstructure effect

Figure 5 illustrates the impact of length scale parameter on

the instability behavior of the typical mirror. As seen

microstructure effect enhances the instability threshold of

the nano-mirrors. The microstructure dependency increases

the pull-in voltage and pull in deflection of the mirror and

reduces the pull-in angle. The pull-in voltage calculated by

the presented microstructure dependent model is higher

than that determined by the classical theory. In addition,

this stiffening trend is more important for larger l/t values.

Figure 5 reveals that when the thickness of the torsional

beam is in the order of the material length scale parameter,

classic model might not be precise enough for determining

the pull-in parameters of miniature mirror fabricated from

microstructure-dependent materials.

The effects of microstructure as well as Casimir force on

the instability of a typical scanner are demonstrated in Fig. 6

where the variation of the instability parameters is presented

versus the coupling ratio (K). As seen, the Casimir force has a

softening effect and reduces the pull-in voltage. While

microstructure effect increases the pull-in voltage, Casimir

force reduces the instability threshold of the system.

When the initial gap becomes sufficiently small, the

freestanding nano-mirror adheres the ground even without

an applied voltage. This undesirable stiction is due to the

presence of the Casimir forces. The critical values of the

Casimir force at the instability threshold are very important

in nano-mirror design. Figure 7 shows the influence of

microstructure parameter on the critical values of Casimir

force for freestanding nano-mirror and its related pull-in

displacement and pull-in angle. This figure reveals that

while the critical values of Casimir force increase by

increasing the size parameter, the pull-in deflection and

pull-in angle of freestanding nano-mirror don’t change

significantly by increasing the size parameter.

4.4 Validation

Figure 8 compares the pull-in voltage predicted by the

presented model with those obtained experimentally by

(Zhang et al. 2001). As seen while the classical model

(l = 0) can’t predict the pull-in voltage accurately the

results of presented size dependent model are very close to

experimental data.

Huang et al. (2004) experimentally evaluated the pull-in

voltage of a nano-mirror. The material properties and
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Fig. 6 Variation of a pull-in angle, b pull-in displacement, and

c pull-in voltage vs. K parameter (a = 0.06 and b = 0.84)
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geometrical parameters of studied mirror are presented in

Table 1. Table 2 compares the pull-in parameters depict by

presented model and the experimental results (Huang et al.

2004) as well as models (Rezazadeh et al. 2007; Beni et al.

2011). This table implies that the instability parameters

determinedby the proposedmodel are in good agreementwith

those of experimental. In particular, the pull-in parameters

determined by the presented model are in closer to the

experimental values than the 1-DOF torsion model. Figure 8
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Fig. 7 Influence of microstructure on the critical values of free-

standing nano-mirror at pull-in point a pull-in angle, b pull-in

displacement, and c critical Casimir force
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Fig. 8 Comparison the pull-in voltage calculate by theoretical
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Table 1 Material properties and geometrical parameters of the nano-

mirror of Table 2 (Huang et al. 2004)

Items Value

Material properties

Young’s modulus, E (Gpa) 169

Poisson’s ratio, t 0.29

Geometrical parameters

Mirror width, a (lm) 100

Mirror length, b (lm) 100

Torsional beam length, L (lm) 65

Torsional beam width, w (lm) 1.55

Torsional beam thickness, t (lm) 1.5

Gap, D (lm) 2.75

Electrode inner width, a1 (lm) 6

Electrode outer width, a2 (lm) 84

Table 2 Comparison between the pull-in parameters obtained by the

experimental results and those of different theories (K = 3.243)

Model VPI

(V)

HPI DPI

Experiment (Huang et al. 2004) 17.4 0.4198 0.0778

1-DOF torsion model (Huang et al. 2004) 20.1 0.5236 –

Rezazadeh et al. (2007) 17.5 0.4224 0.0763

Beni et al. (2011) 17.55 0.4207 0.0785

Presented model (l = 150 nm) 18.17 0.4270 0.0752
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and Table 2 demonstrate that the presented model is in better

agreement with experiments in comparison with the 1-DOF

torsional and classical 2-DOF models. Indeed, both of these

models present uniform trends i.e., softening (for 2-DOF

model) or hardening (for 1-DOF models). However, the pre-

sented model is able to predict both hardening

5 Conclusions

A microstructure dependent model has been presented to

investigate the coupled torsion-bending pull-in instability

of nano-mirror. The governing equations are derived

incorporating the influence of corrected Casimir force with

the consideration of the finite conductivity of interacting

surfaces. It is found that the pull-in voltage decreases with

decreasing coupling ratio. Neglecting the microstructure

effect may cause major error in simulation of the system.

Increasing the microstructure effect causes a hardening

effect i.e., decreases the instability voltage. Impact of

microstructure dependency on instability voltage of the

nano-mirror depends on coupling ratio and the conquering

bending mode over torsion mode. In addition, the Casimir

force reduces the instability threshold of the system and has

a softening effect. Rather than the microstructure depen-

dency and Casimir force the stretching of supported beam

is studied. It is found that, although the stretching is highly

important for determining pull-in deflection, it can be

neglected for calculating the values of pull-in voltage and

pull-in angle. While the stretching effect is crucial for

bending mode of instability it can be ignored for torsional

pull-in mode. Modelling the instability behavior of free-

standing nano-mirror reveals that, while the critical values

of Casimir force increase by increasing the size parameter,

the pull-in deflection and pull-in angle of freestanding

nano-mirror don’t change significantly by increasing the

size parameter. It is demonstrated that the gap between the

experiment and theory can be reduced by using the pre-

sented size-dependent model. The developed model is able

to predict the experimental results more accurately than the

previous classic models.
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